This paper provides a finitely computable graph-theoretic answer to the following question concerning linear dynamical systems: When, given only the signs of entries ( + , -, or 0) in a real square matrix A, can one be certain that all positive trajectories of the system i = Ax are bounded? Matrices having such sign-patterns are called sign-qua&table. With "bounded" replaced by "convergent to the origin," the matrices are called sign-stable and were fully described in earlier papers. However, when A's digraph has several strong components, so that the system is actually a hierarchy of subsystems, and when some of those subsystems fail to be sign-stable, the recognition of sign-quasistability is a very delicate matter. By means of certain graph color tests, it is possible to identify the system variables that are capable (for some choice of matrix-entry magnitudes and initial conditions) of emitting nonzero constant
THE CYCLE CONDITIONS
It is necessary to review some known material in a form that is well suited to our present needs. This section introduces some basic notation and reviews the [12] characterization of sign-semistability in terms of three cycle conditions.
When A isan nXn realmatrix[aij],thedigraphD(A)has {l,...,n} as its node set and has as its edge set the set of ordered pairs {(j,i):aij#o}.
It is more common to take {(i, j) : a ij # 0}, but for present purposes our choice is preferable because it is consistent with the idea of flow in the applications mentioned earlier and is suggestive of the "driving" relationships that we intend to exploit. The edge (j, i) is depicted by an arrow from j to i, indicating that in the equation n i= c UijXj j=l determining xi's rate of change, the level of xi is affected by that of xj.
In the signed digmph SD(A), the edge (j, i) is regarded as negative or positive according as a i j < 0 or a i j > 0. An example appears in Figure 1 .
A p-cycle in D(A) or SD(A) is a sequence of p edges that forms a (properly directed) loop involving p distinct nodes. Note that each coefficient of A's characteristic polynomial is the sum of products (and negatives of products) of matrix entries corresponding to a covering of all nodes of D(A) by a node-disjoint collection of cycles. Thus the magnitude of a, j cannot influence A's characteristic polynomial unless the edge ( j, i) appears in at least one cycle in D(A).
The following result was established by Quirk and Ruppert [12] , and the present authors [7] used the Lyapunov function that appears in the sufficiency argument outlined below. This function plays an essential role in the sequel. When A is irreducible these conditions imply sign-qua&stability.
Proof.
To show necessity of the conditions, choose A E Q(A) with entries + 1 associated with the edges of a violating cycle and all other entries very small in magnitude. The eigenvalues of A are then close to the roots of the equation (x -1)x"-' = 0, (x2 -1)xnP2 = 0, or (xp & l)rnmP = 0 for violations of (cy), (/?), or (y ) respectively.
To establish sufficiency, assume the conditions (cY), (p) and (y ) are all satisfied and let x denote the matrix obtained from A by replacing with 0 all entries corresponding to edges of D(A) that are not part of any cycle. [In the presence of (y), these are just the edges (j, i) such that a ij # 0 = u .i.] Then A and x have the same characteristic polynomial and hence t e k same eigenvalues, and A= A when A is irreducible.
By applying suitable elementary transformations, the matrix A may be taken in block-diagonal form, and its blocks then correspond to the strong 6 CLARK JXFFRIES ET AL.
components of D( A> and of D(A).
Without loss of generality, we focus on a k x k block of A, say with nodes 1 , . . . , k. As is shown in [7] , conditions (p) and ( is negative semidefinite by condition (a). By a well-known theorem [3, 4] , this implies positive trajectories are bounded and the subsystem is quasistable.
n Conditions (a), (/3), and (y) are assumed in all that follows, and our special purposes can be served by drawing SD(A) in a way that leads to relatively uncluttered diagrams. The presence of a negative l-cycle (a ii < 0) is indicated by labeling node i with a " -" sign, and in view of (a) the absence of such a label shows aii = 0. The presence of a " -+ " 2cycle (a ija ji < 0) is depicted by an undirected edge between i and j. This does not distinguish between the case a i j < 0 < a ji and the case a i j > 0 > a ji, but that distinction is irrelevant in all that follows. In view of (p), for each pair of distinct nodes i and j not connected by an undirected edge it is true that aij=O= aji (no edge at all) or aij#O=aji (arrow from j to i) or a i j = 0 + a ji (arrow from i to j). These arrows need not be labeled with signs, for it turns out to be irrelevant whether the nonzero entry is negative or positive. A typical small signed digraph satisfying (a), (fl), and (y) is shown in Figure 2 , using our special conventions. The labels in large circles indicate strong components.
In addition to the digraph D(A) and the signed digraph SD(A), our analysis involves the undirected graph G(A) whose edges are the node pairs {i, j } such that i f j and aij # 0 # a ji. When SD(A) is drawn as in Figure  2 , G(A) is obtained by discarding the "one-way" edges (j, i) such that a ij # 0 = a ji. The nodes i such that aii # 0 are taken as distinguished in G(A). In the presence of (y), G(A) is a forest (an acyclic graph) and each of its components is a tree. Also, there is an underlying acyclic digraph whose Figure 2 , the component digraph is as in Figure 3 .
nodes are the strong components of D(A). When D(A) is as in
Parts of our discussion of an n X n matrix A concern the signed digraph
SD(A), while other parts involve only the digraph D(A) or the graph G(A).
Since it is usually clear from context which structure is involved, we often mention merely A itself. A node of A is an i E { 1,. . . , n }, and i is distinguished if a,, # 0. An edge of A is, according to context, an ordered pair (j, i) of distinct nodes such that a ij + 0 [i.e., an edge of D(A)] or an unordered pair {i, j } of distinct nodes such that a, j z 0 z a jl [ G(A), or merely the node set of some such component. When these distinctions are not clear from context they are made explicitly.
THE COLORING CONDITIONS
In [7] sign-stability was characterized by the three cycle conditions (a)- (v) in conjunction with a coloring condition and a matching condition. To meet our present needs, we sharpen the analysis of [7] slightly and show that the matching condition can be reformulated as a second coloring condition. Since the coloring conditions (6) and (E) involve only G(A), sign-stability can be tested by verifying conditions ((Y)-(E) for the individual components of A. The "one-way" edges ( j , i ) ( corresponding to a i j # 0 = a ji) do not enter here, but they later play an essential role in the driving relationships used to characterize signquasistability.
For a graph with a set of distinguished nodes, a d-coloring is a partition of the nodes into two sets, black and white, such that (i) each distinguished node is black; (ii) no black node has exactly one white neighbor; (iii,) each white node has a white neighbor.
An e-coloring is defined by conditions (i), (ii), and (iii,) no white node has a white neighbor.
The trivial coloring, in which all nodes are black, is both a G-coloring and an e-coloring. The two coloring conditions are:
In Figure 2 , with the " -" nodes distinguished, component 1 has no nontrivial coloring of either type, 2 has nontrivial colorings of both types, 3 has a nontrivial e-coloring but no nontrivial &coloring, and 4 has a nontrivial &coloring but no nontrivial e-coloring. If A has a purely imaginary eigenvalue then G(A) admits a nontrivial &coloring.
Proof.
Without loss of generality we assume that n > 2, A is irreducible, and the imaginary eigenvalue is 2 = m.
(We use z for the complex unit J-1 to distinguish it from the index i.) A suitable real version of the Jordan canonical form [5] then implies the existence of an invertible matrix S such QUALITATIVE STABILITY OF LINEAR SYSTEMS 9 that the first two columns of SAS-' start with
and are otherwise zero. The trajectory y(t) = (cost,sint,O ,..., 0)r is such that rj = SAS'y and hence x = S'y is such that i = Ax. Let the node i be colored black or white according as the i th component function xi of the trajectory x is or is not identically zero. Plainly this coloring is nontrivial, and we show it is a &coloring.
Let A denote the Lyapunov function used in the proof of Theorem 1.1, so that A(x) = t&x: and A(X) = i2hixiii.
I
If x=(x,,..., x,) is a trajectory for which It = Ax, then
A(x) = gXiaiix; d 0 because Xi > 0 > a,,; if, in addition, x is periodic then h(x) = 0 and hence a ii < 0 implies xi = 0. Thus each distinguished node is black for the coloring in question. To see that a black node i cannot have exactly one white neighbor k, note that
where xk $0 because k is white and aik # 0 because k is a neighbor of i. Thus there exists j P { i, k } for which x j f 0 and a i j f 0; each such j is a white neighbor of i. To see that each white node k has at least one white neighbor, note that xk f 0 and xk(t ) is a linear combination of cos t and sin t, Proof. When the total number of edges (i, j) of D(A) to a node i is m,, let the corresponding entries Ci j of A" E Q(A) all have magnitude I/V+. To assign the components of X, let xr = g and regard G(A) as a tree rooted at the node r. For each edge {i, j } of G(A), exactly one of (i, j) and (j, i) is oriented "up the tree" (away from the root). Assign components of r to the nodes other than the root node by proceeding up the tree in the following manner: when a positive (negative) edge of SD(A) is directed from a node . . assigned f to an unassigned node, assign the function -f (f)
to the unassigned node. Then x and A" are as claimed. W
When the nodes of a graph G are colored black or white, we use the terms black block and white block to refer to sets of nodes that are maximal with respect to being of the specified color and spanning a connected subgraph of G. In an E-coloring each white block consists of a single node, but in &colorings the white blocks may be large and may even include all nodes of G when G is connected and has no distinguished node. LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that A is irreducible, a B-coloring of G(A) with both black and white nodes is given, r is a white node, and g is a function such that g = -g. Then there exist d E Q(A) and a trajectory x such that ?! = Ax, x, = g, each component of x corresponding to a white node is + g or + g, and each component of x corresponding to a black node is identically zero.
Proof.
Let all entries of A' corresponding to edges within white blocks be assigned magnitudes as in the preceding lemma. More precisely, when i and j are white nodes such that a, j f 0 # a ji, let C i j = (sgn a i j)/mi, where mi is the number of white nodes k such that aik + 0 # ski. Assign the value 0 to all components of x corresponding to black nodes, and let the entries of A corresponding to edges from black nodes have arbitrary magnitudes. It remains to specify the entries in A" corresponding to edges from white nodes to black nodes, and to specify components of x corresponding to white nodes.
Consider the white block that contains the given white node T, and, regarding it at first in isolation, assign x components as in the preceding lemma. Regarding G(A) as a tree of alternating white blocks and black blocks rooted at a given white block, proceed "up the tree" to assign components of x and entries of A as follows.
Consider a black node i such that xi has not yet been assigned but i has a white neighbor j for which xi has been assigned as f E { -g, g, -g, g }. Let jr,..., j, be the other white neighbors of i, noting that k > 1 by condition (ii), that j, jr,. . . , j, are in k + 1 different white blocks by (y), and that because of the inductive nature of the construction, the components x , . . . , xfk have not yet been assigned. Let 6, j be of magnitude 1, let each of _" aij,,...,aijL be of magnitude l/k, and let 'j,,= -(sgnaij,)(Sgn~ij>f
Note that ii = 0 because xi = 0, and hence 
h=l '
The construction process has now been started for the white blocks that contain the nodes jr,. . ., j,, and can plainly be continued in the same manner.
n LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that A is irreducible and has 0 as an eigenvalue, whence there is a constant vector x # 0 such that Ax = 0. If node i be colored black or white according as the ith component of x is or is not 0, then this is a nontrivial E-coloring of G(A).
Proof.
Note that i = Ax, and consider the Lyapunov function A of Theorem 1.1. Each node with a l-cycle is black, for otherwise 0 = ii = i2hiaiix; < 0; 1 thus condition (i) is satisfied. To verify (ii) and (iii,), consider a node i that has a white neighbor k, and note that 0 = ii = aikxk + C aiixj.
white jE(i,k)
If i is black and k its only white neighbor, this yields 0 = aikxk # 0. If i is white it yields the existence of a second white neighbor j of i. Hence each white node with a white neighbor has at least two white neighbors. Since n is finite, it follows that there is a p-cycle for some p >, 3. This contradicts condition ( y ) and completes the proof. Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.3, regard G(A) as a tree of alternating white blocks and black blocks. In the present situation, each white block consists of a single white node. Assume there is at least one such node, choose such a node T, and let x, be an arbitrary nonzero constant. That starts the construction, which is continued as in Lemma 2.3 by proceeding "up the tree" from the root r. However, in the present case A is fixed and we need only assign the components of x.
Consider a black node i such that xi has not yet been assigned but i has a white neighbor j for which xj has been assigned as a nonzero constant. Let The following theorem, a consequence of Theorem 1.1 and Lemmas 2.1-2.5, is an alternate form of the main result of [7] . Note that a nontrivial &coloring implies the existence of a purely imaginary eigenvalue for some A E Q(A), while a nontrivial s-coloring implies the existence of a 0 eigenvalue for all a E Q(A). 
RIMS AND DRIVERS (STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS)
For a graph with a set of distinguished nodes, the d-rim (e-rim) is defined as the set of all nodes that are white in at least one &coloring (s-coloring). Thus by Theorem 2.6 a matrix A is sign-stable if and only if it is sign-semistable and both the b-rim and e-rim of G(A) are empty. However, sign-quasistability does not require emptiness of rims, for we saw in Theorem 1.1 that when A is irreducible (more generally, when each edge of D(A) lies in a strong component, so that there is no interaction among the strong components-see pp. 321-322 of [7] ), sign-quasistability is actually equivalent to sign-semistability. In the general case, signquasistability is efficiently characterized by restrictions on the nature of paths in D(A) that go from rim nodes to other rim nodes. The restrictions are conveniently expressed in terms of the notions of driver and driving defined in the present section, A node j of A is called a Gdriver (&driver) if there exist a matrix A" E Q(A) and a trajectory x for the system ?J = Ax such that the j th coordinate function xi of x is nonzero (i.e., not identically zero) and Cj = -xj (ij = 0); thus xi(t) is a nontrivial linear combination of sin t and cos t (is a nonzero constant).
When i and j are nodes of a digraph, we say that j directly drives i if (j, i) is an edge and i and j are in different components. [In the case of D(A), this implies a i j # 0 = a ji and is equivalent to that when (y ) holds.] The following important lemma is stated here, but its proof is deferred until the next section. For a square matrix A4 and a scalar X, pi(M) denotes the multiplicity of h as a root of M's minimum polynomial. For the full statement of our main theorems, two additional notions of driving are needed. When i and j are nodes of a digraph, j Gdrives i if j directly drives i or there is a sequence of i = i,, i,, . . . , i, = j such that k > 2, (i,,, i,_ r ) is an edge for 1~ h < k, i, and i, are in different components, and i,_ I and i, are in different components. Here the driving of i, by i, and of i,_, by i, is direct, but the intermediate portion i,,. .., ikP, of the path may "linger" in one or more components. The notion of s-driving is much more complicated, and is not defined until Section 6. However, like a-driving, it can be tested in time 0( n + number of nonzero entries of A) when the matrix A is sign-semistable. Direct driving implies both a-driving and s-driving.
Our two main results are as follows. (ii) A has an edriver that directly drives a node of the s-rim; (iii) there is an s-rim node of A that &drives another such node; (iv) there is a path in D(A) that leads from an s-rim node j to another E-rim node i in a different component from j.
Parts of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 are proved in the present section, but the full proofs are long and complicated and will not be completed until Section 6. Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 deal separately with pure imaginary multiple roots and zero multiple roots of A's minimum polynomial. The following is an immediate consequence. THEOREM 
3.4.
Suppose that the matrix A is sign-semistable. For the sign-qua&stability of A it is necessary and sufficient that no S-rim node should be Gdriven by another such node and no e-rim node should be &driven by another such node. It is sufficient that no path in D(A) should lead from a node j to a node i such that i and j are in different components of D(A) and are both in the S-rim or both in the s-rim. Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between the two parts of Theorem 3.4. It is the digraph, following our special conventions, of a 16 x 16 matrix that has four components and is sign-quasistable even though it does not satisfy the second condition of Theorem 3.4. As is indicated, each undistinguished node of this matrix belongs to the &rim or the e-rim, and for each choice of CL, 0 E { 6, E) there is a path from an a-rim node to a b-rim node. However, no &rim node is S-driven by another &rim node and no e-rim node is edriven by another e-rim node, so the matrix is sign-quasistable by the first condition of Theorem 3.4. If either of the broken edges were present, the matrix would not be signquasistable.
(As was mentioned earlier, the signs associated with one-way edges are not important.)
For a sign-semistable matrix A, the import of Theorem 3.4 is roughly the following:
Subject to the equation f = Ar, each node in the &rim (e-rim) of A is capable, for some A E Q(A), of emitting a nonzero sinusoidal (nonzero constant) signal, and that signal is propagated through the digraph in a manner described in the definition of a-driving (~-driving).
Zf a nonzero sinusoidal or nonzero constant signal meets a node that is already capable (because it belongs to the appropriate rim) of emitting such a signal on its own, then a divergent signal (unbounded positive trajectory) can be produced by an appropriate choice of A E Q(A); otherwise all positive trajectories are bounded and A is sign-qua&stable.
Although Lemma 3.1 will not be proved until the next section, we now give an indication of our methods by presenting the proof, using Lemma 3.1, that in Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Consider a sign-semistable A, and note that by the cycle condition (y), the digraph of A's strong components is acyclic. Hence there is at least one "sink" component from which no edge goes to another component. After a suitable simultaneous permutation of rows and columns, A takes the form that was assumed in Lemma 3. If condition (i) fails, so that X is not a multiple root of the minimum polynomial of any member of Q(A), then by Lemma 3.1 the same is true of Q(D), and moreover, no node in B's rim is directly driven by a driver from D. This implies that B is uninvolved in direct driving of a rim node of A by a driver from A, so B may be discarded and the same reasoning applied to D, leading eventually to the conclusion that (ii) fails. That completes the proof, assuming Lemma 3.1, that conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent in Theorems 3.2 and in 3.3.
Condition (iii) of Theorem 3.2 is brought into the picture in Section 5, along with a characterization of b-drivers, and condition (iii) of Theorem 3.3 appears with edrivers in Section 6. Sections 4-6 involve a delicate interplay of notions from linear algebra, graph theory, and the theory of linear differential equations. We close this section with a much coarser analysis that deals with condition (iv) in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 and hence establishes the sufficiency of the second condition in Theorem 3.4. Though this line of reasoning does not come close to establishing our main results, it may be of interest because of its simple nature and because its conclusions are the best we could get by purely matrix-theoretic methods. The deeper results can, of course, be stated in matrix-theoretic terms, but their proofs (at least, in our hands) seem to require the stability theory of linear differential equations.
For each scalar X, let y,,(A) denote the multiplicity of X as a root of A's characteristic polynomial. It is well known that yx( A) = C: = lyx( A k) when A 1,. . . , A, are the components of A. Theorem 3.6 below is a roughly analogous result for pLX(A), the multiplicity of X as a root of A's minimum polynomial.
LEMMA 3.5.
Suppose that A is a square matrix of the foTm shown in Figure 5 , where P, the B,'s, and S are square s&matrices of various sizes, no two of which are intersected by any row OT column of A, and where each nonzero entry of A that is not in any of the B,'s is in a row that intersects P or a column that intersects S. Then for each complex number X it is true that From the relevant definitions, the transitivity of drives, and the assumption on X, it follows that Aj for j E J does not drive Aj, for j' E J-{j} or A, 
S=A
where C, denotes the node set of the strong component of D(A) from which A, arises, and by a suitable simultaneous permutation of rows and columns of A, we obtain the situation described in Lemma 3.5. Since
by the earlier-stated equality for yx, the desired conclusion follows from Lemma 3.5. is unbounded. The trajectory fails to be divergent if and only if x > is identically zero, x, is constant, and each component (x8)i(t) of x8( t ) is a linear combination of sines and cosines of multiples of t. The matrix A is semistable iff x, is identically zero for each trajectory x of the system i = Ax; A is quasistable iff each trajectory fails to be divergent; and A is stable iff x8, xe, and x, are all identically zero for each trajectory x, whence x is equal to its transient part x < .
Recall that a node i of A is a_Gdriver (s-driver) iff there exist A E Q(A) and a trajectory x with It = Ax such that xi f 0 and xi is sinusoidal (constant). The two notions behave similarly in several respects, but there are also important differences. In particular, when A is sign-semistable it is true that:
(i) for each b-driver i of A there exist A E Q(A) and a trajectory x with 2 = dx such that xi f 0 and all components of x are sinusoidal (some coordinates may be _zero);
(ii) there exist A E Q(A) and a trajectory x with f = Ax such that xi is nonzero and sinusoidal for all d-drivers i simultaneously.
In fact, both (i) and (ii) are established in Section 5 by a single choice of A and x. However, when 6 is replaced by E and "sinusoidal" by "constant," (i) and (ii) both fail for the sign-semistable matrix of the next paragraph. [If A is not merely sign-semistable but actually signquasistable, the s-version of (i) is obvious and the e-version of (ii) is proved in Section 6.1 When each d E Q(A) is of the form PA with EL > 0, and the general solution of i = Ax is of the form
Node 1 is an e-driver (take 0 = /3 # y) and so is node 2 (take p f 0), but x2 = 0 when x, is constant. The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Proof When B is as in Lemma 3.1 and g E Q(B), all positive trajectories of the system d = l?v are bounded. We shall prove Lemma 3.1 by studying the dynamics of the system c(t) = h(t)+ t(t), 0,<t<CO, for certain vector-valued "driving" function < that arise from a system of the form 6 = & with fi E Q(D). A formalization of the notion of driving function is the "transfer unit" of [4] . The assumption p,(d) < 1, in conjunction with the fact that w = (X k+ r, . . . , x ,,)Tand the known forms of x and z, implies that when X = t (0), w is sinusoidal (constant) and so is cw. In each case, w is bounded and x is divergent, so u must be divergent. Hence there are functions .$, p, and 9 on W to R", all sinusoidal when X = 2 and all constant when h = 0, such that and 9 is not identically zero. Our next goal will be to show that for some 1 the function 9,.$, is not identically zero. 3.l(ii) implies Lemma 3.1(i) we may assume that P~( 0) G 1 for all fi E Q(D) and that a node T of B's rim is directly driven by a driver from D. We want to pro_duce matrices fi E Q(B), c" E Q(C), fi E Q(D), and a trajectory w for ti = Dw such that 0 ( ) a is an eigenvalue of both fi and 6, and w is constant (sinusoidal) but no trajectory v for zj=Bv+dw is constant (sinusoidal).
Since no such v could be entirely transient, our construction of B, c, and fi will prove that v must have a divergent part and in fact that 0 (2) is a multiple root of d's minimum polynomial; that is, /.l*( A> ,, 2.
When X = 0 let 8 be an arbitrary member of Q(B), and when h = z choose 2 E Q(B) as in Lemma 2.3. The driving hypothesis implies that hr, = 0 (because r is a rim node) and that 6, w, and c" can be chosen so that a=&, w=w p, and the rth coordinate of dw is a nonzero constant or that some other component of y, say y,, is nonzero where node s is connected to node r in B and node s is black. Since node s is black, it must be connected to some other white node, say node t. If [, # 0, choose lE,l so small that satisfying row t of 0 = By + 5 requires the existence of some (white) node u with y, # 0 (using b,, = 0). This process can be continued until by finiteness a contradiction is secured. Thus _.ra(A") > 2 if (some node in) g's s-rim is directly driven by an s-driver in D, with c suitably chosen.
Suppose now that B's &rim is directly driven by a Gdriver in D (to have a S-rim B must be at least 2 X 2). contradicting Rf + Ri >> 0. Thus the white block containing the node r driven by a, must be connected to a black node s with v8 f 0 and not arbitrarily small. However, node s must in turn be connected to another white block in fi and must in effect drive that white block. Repeating the above argument shows that u and l? so chosen cannot admit a sinusoidal solution v of zj = gv + u. Since A is sign-semistable and since a, f 0, we have p&J) > 2. We assume henceforth that there exists C E Q(C) for which Cw is not identically zero, and hence there are indices r and s with 1~ r < k < s < n where E is a positive number to be specified later. Define the matrix d E Q(C) by setting
Eij = (sgncij)s for l<i<k<j<n, (i, j)+(r,s)
and setting where the positive number 17 will also be specified later. For 1~ i < k, the function C;=,, r5ijwj is sinusoidal, and since err = cost + z sin t there is a unique complex number such that Re(pe") = q(sgnc,,)w,.
We are going to show that for each sufficiently small E > 0 and each sufficiently large 9, the system of complex linear equations ( -6,, + z)y, = pi + c gijyj (lgi<k) (2) l<j<k,j#i admits a solution in which none of the complex numbers yi is 0. The desired trajectory o(t) = (or(t),. . . , uk( t))T is then obtained by setting vi(t) = Re( Tie")
thereby assuring that vi is sinusoidal and not identically zero. When both sides of (2) are multiplied by eIt and the real parts of the two sides are equated, we obtain t&(t) -kiiVi(Q = c gijvj(t)+ i: Eijwj(t), l<j<k, j#i j==k+l whence zj = Bv + &I. For each node i z r, let N'(i) = N(i) -{i'}, where i' is the node that follows i on the unique path that joins i to r in G(B), and let S(i) denote the length (number of edges) of this path. As the notation suggests, the node r is regarded as the root of the tree. With d=max{S(i):l<i<k}, the specification of nonzero constants yi that satisfy (2) will begin at the nodes i for which S(i) = d and then proceed recursively toward the root. Note that each such i is an end node z r.
To simplify the notation, let pi = ( -hii + I)-'. Then (2) can be rewritten as Supposing now that 1 < q < d and that (L,) holds, we want to establish (L,_,) by suitably defining functions Fj and Gj for all nodes j such that S(j) = q -1. The definitions have already been given for the case in which j is an end node. Suppose, then, that j is not an end node, whence N'(j) is nonempty. For each i E N'(j) it is true that i'= j, 6(i) = q, and the inductive hypothesis supplies well-behaved functions F, and Gi as described in (L,). The equation (3) for yj is
uj = pipi + P,bjjryj( + fij C bjiYi) i E A"( j )
and upon substitution of (L,)(iii)'s expressions for the yi's in terms of yj this can be rewritten as i E h"( j) (4) From (L,)(ii) and the definition of B's off-diagonal entries, it follows that as 
iEN' J
But pj + -2 as E + 0, and hence the coefficient of yj in (4) converges to
The terms on the right side of (4) converge respectively to 0, -z(sgn 6. .,)/mj, and 0, so it is easy to define the functions Fj and Gj as desired. It fo lows by i' induction that the construction of the F's and G's can be carried all the way to the neighbors of the root node r; that is, the assertion (L,) has been established.
For the root node r, the analogue of (4) is C griGi(e) =Pr~r +Pr C &riK(E)Pi(E).
(5) is N(r) i E I\'( r )
From the choice of 5's offdiagonal entries, in conjunction with (L,)(iii) and the fact that p, + -z as E + 0, it follows that Ci E h,CrJ&riGi( E) converges to z/2 and hence the coefficient of y, in ( 
lyil>-IGi(~)llyi,l-I~i(~)1I~i(~)I>~3(1-6(i)+1-2.$>3r'-6(i).
n It is interesting to note that when a &rim node is directly driven by a S-driver, it may be associated both with a divergent trajectory as in Lemma 3.1, and with a sinusoidal trajectory as in Lemma 5.1. Different choices of g E Q(B) account for the different trajectories.
Lemma 5.1 leads to a characterization of Gdrivers in terms of the following notion: for nodes i and j of a digraph, j pushes i if there are nodes i=i O,"', i, = j such that (ih, ih_l) is an edge for 1~ h < k, and i, and i,-, are in different components. This differs from a-driving only in that i, and i, are not required to be in different components, except of course when k = 1. Let us now return to the proof of Theorem 3.2, one of our two main results. Recall that the equivalence of its conditions (i) and (ii) was proved in Section 3, using Lemma 3.1, and that Lemma 3.1 itself was proved in Section 4. That (iii) q (iv) in Theorem 3.2 was proved at the end of Section 3, using Theorem 3.6 and results of Section 2. Thus to complete the proof of Theorem 3.2 it remains only to prove that its conditions (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. If Theorem 3.2(ii) holds, there is a node r of A's &rim that is directly driven by a Gdriver 9 for A. By Theorem 5.2, 9 itself is a &rim node or is pushed by a &rim node p. Since r is a-driven by 9 and also (when p exists) by p, condition (iii) holds. Thus (ii) =$ (iii). If (iii) holds, there are &rim nodes p and r of A such that p d-drives T. The definition of 6driving implies the existence of a certain sort of path from p to r. Let 9 be the node that precedes T on this path. Then 9 directly drives r, and either 9 is p or 9 is pushed by p. Hence 9 is a a-driver by Theorem 5.2, and Theorem 3.2(ii) holds. That completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
COROLLARY

For a semistable matrix A, each node of A that is pushed by a Sdriver of A is itself a Sdriver of A.
IDENTIFICATION OF E-DRIVERS
By definition, a node i of a matrix A is an edriver for A if there exist A E Q(A) and a trajectory x for the system i = Ax such that the component function xi is a nonzero constant. Of course, x=x< +xs+x,+x> as usual, and i, = AX,. When A is quasistable, x, is merely a constant trajectory y, and A-r = i, = 0. Thus the study of &drivers for a sign-quasistable A is concerned only with the zero-nonzero patterns of solutions of algebraic systems Ax = 0 for A E Q(A).
For any sign-semistable matrix A, each s-rim node is an e-driver, and when A is also irreducible the set of all &drivers is precisely the s-rim. For a sign-semistable A that is not irreducible, each s-driver belongs to the E-rim or is pushed by a node in the e-rim, just as in the 6 case [cf. Theorem 5.2(i)], but in contrast to the 6 case (cf. Corollary 5.3), there may be nodes of A that are not e-drivers even though they are pushed by e-rim nodes. The full clarification of this situation seems to be unavoidably algorithmic in nature, and our Theorem 6.1 below is essentially an algorithm for identifying e-drivers. From our results it follows that the sign-semistable matrices A such that pa(A) < 1 for all A E Q(A) (i.e., zero is not a multiple root of the minimum polynomial of any matrix sharing A's sign-pattern) are exactly those that can be constructed as follows:
(1) take one or more irreducible sign-semistable matrices, and locate their s-drivers (in this case these are just the s-rim nodes); (2) attach another irreducible sign-semistable matrix in such a way that it is "downstream" from some of the existing submatrices and unconnected to the others, and so that no s-rim node of the new submatrix is directly driven by any s-driver from the earlier submatrices; (3,) use Theorem 6.1 to locate the E-drivers for the combined matrix that he in the new submatrix (these will be the e-rim nodes of the new submatrix and generally some of its other nodes as well); (4) repeat (2) and (3) a finite number of times.
For any sign-semistable matrix A built of sign-semistable blocks in su_ch a way that some s-rim node is directly driven by an s-driver, there exists A E Q(A) such that pO(A) > 2.
The situation described in the preceding paragraph is similar to that for multiple imaginary roots of the minimum polynomial, but there is an important difference in step (3). We have seen in Section 5 that when zero is replaced by a, o by ,, and E by S, the above paragraph is valid when (3,) is replaced by (36) note that by Theorem 5.2, the 8drivers for the combined matrix that lie in the new submatrix are either all nodes of the new submatrix or the &rim nodes of new submatrix, according as the new submatrix does or does not lie downstream from any previous a-driver.
The algorithm of Theorem 6.1 begins by coloring all nodes of B's s-rim white, indicating that they're e-drivers for A. In the first phase of the algorithm, each of B's remaining nodes is colored black, indicating that it's not an s-driver for A, or pink (p for "processed" or "potential"), indicating that it has been processed once and may eventually turn out to be an s-driver. At the end of the first phase, each node of B has been colored white, black, or pink. In the second phase, each pink node is recolored white or black, and the nodes of B that emerge as white are precisely those that are e-drivers for A. for each node r of B's e-rim do color r white, color all G(B)-neighbors of r black; let H be the subgraph of G(B) spanned by all uncolored nodes; let E be the set of all nodes of H that are directly driven by an s-driver from D; let Z be the set of all nodes h of H such that h @ E and b,, = 0; X +-set of all components of the graph H; while .%Y#lZi do begin choose KEX; X+-X-{K}; if some end node p of K belongs to Z then begin color p pink; color p's unique K-neighbor q black; L +-subgraph of K spanned by all uncolored nodes; X + 2 U (set of all components of L) end else begin
if some node of K belongs to E then color all nodes of K white else color all nodes of K black end let HB be the set of all black nodes of H; HP + set of all pink nodes of H; HW + set of all white nodes of H; while there is a node v E HB that has a neighbor in HP and (belongs to E or has a neighbor in HW ) do begin N +-set of all neighbors of v in HP;
(5) color all nodes of N white; HP+HP-N; HW+HWuN end; (6) color all nodes of HP black end Understanding of the algorithm may be aided by noting that when a set X is specified in the above description by a phrase "let X be . . . ," the membership list of X is fixed from then on, while specification by "X + . . . " indicates that membership in X may change as the computation progresses. There are no restrictions on the choices of r, K, p, and v except that each should, when chosen, satisfy the stated condition. Variations in the order in which qualified candidates are chosen to play the role of T, K, p, or v will affect the order in which B's nodes eventually become white or black, but it will not affect the final color of any node. That is not obvious, but it follows from our theorem.
In the above algorithm, there are six lines, indicated by numbers at the left, on which nodes are colored black or white. It is clear that each node eventually receives one of those colors, and after that its color does not change. Our aim is to show that no black node of B is an e-driver for A, and that there exist A' E Q(A) and a constant vector x such that Ax = 0 and xi f 0 for each white node i of B. As was shown by an example in Section 4, the ability to do this for all s-drivers in B simultaneously depends on the irreducibility of B. For a general sign-semistable matrix A, we cannot be sure of finding a single A E Q(A) and trajectory x with i = Ar such that the component xi is a nonzero constant for all E-drivers i simultaneously. And even for a particular e-driver j, we cannot be sure of finding A" E Q(A) and a trajectory x with i = Ax such that xi is a nonzero constant and xi is constant (perhaps zero) for all other edrivers i. In these respects the situation for e-drivers is much more delicate than that for S-drivers. 
Proof.
Of course, if i is colored white in step (1) we need only select x j = 0 for all nodes j in components upstream from i, and x as in Lemma 2.5 for the component containing i, to build the required trajectory with xi a nonzero constant.
Suppose some node i colored black in step (1) is an s-driver, so some constant trajectory x satisfies Ax = 0 with xi f 0 and node i in B connected to node j in the E-rim of B. Suppose node j is an end node. Then ( Ax)~ = a jixi = 0 (not summed), a contradiction. Suppose j is not an end node. Since a jj = 0 and node j is in Z, some other node k connected to j must have xk # 0. Also, node k is a black node and, being connected to a white node (node j), must be connected to another white node. Repeating the procedure leads ultimately to a white end node connected to a nonzero node, a contradiction. Hence no node colored black in step (1) can be an s-driver. n LEMMA 6.3. Any node colored black in step (2) cannot be an E-driver.
Generally node q colored black in step (2) is connected to a node p in Z. If Lemma 6.3 were false, then the equation (Ax), = 0 would reduce to aPQxq = 0, since by Lemma 6.2 the only other neighbor of p is not an s-driver. This shows rQ = 0, as required. (4) is an E-driver.
First of all, let us prove the determinant of the submatrix corresponding to the subgraph K in step 4 is nonzero. Suppose det K = 0. Then there is a nontrivial s-coloring of K. This coloring extends to a nontrivial e-coloring of G(B), namely recoloring some pink nodes black if a black node has exactly one pink neighbor and recoloring some pink nodes white if a black node connected to a pink node also has a white neighbor. This addition of white nodes consistent with the s-coloring rules contradicts the fact that the E-rim of G(B) is maximal and does not include nodes of K. Thus det K f 0. In particular, if K is a singleton node, i then a ii < 0.
Suppose Lemma 6.4 is false. Then there is an A" E Q(A) and x such that Ax = 0 and coordinates of x corresponding to K nodes are not all zero. This reduces to Kx = 0, since K is only connected in G(B) to nodes which cannot be s-drivers. This contradiction establishes Lemma 6.4. Suppose H does have at least one pink node after step (4) . Regard the components Hi of H one by one, and treat them as follows. At least one such pink node is an end node of Hi. Choose such a node p,, and regard Hi as a tree rooted at p,. This tree [after step (4) ] has branches typically consisting of alternating pink and black nodes which end either with pink nodes or with all white (s-driven) blocks or with all black (not s-driven) blocks. Starting from such end nodes or end blocks and working down the branches of the tree to p,, we see that for any node q colored black in step (6) Proof.
Since M is sign-semistable and invertible, any G E Q(M) is also invertible (cf. Lemmas 2.4,2.5).
The case m = 1 is trivial, so we assume M is at least 2 X 2.
Let &? and [ be arbitrary and form v = -& '6 Let us assume some components ofv happen to be zero (not all can be, of course). We shall adjust certain ti-entries, making such zero components nonzero and leaving nonzero components of v unchanged, as follows.
Consider All nodes colored white in steps (3) and (5) are E-drivers.
Proof. We shall specify B and C values and construct a vector v such that Bv + [ = 0 and vi # 0 for all nodes colored white in steps (3) and (5) .
Assume first that there are no pink nodes after step (4) that is, that H consists of one or more invertible blocks attached to various nodes in G(B) which are colored black in step (1). Let K stand both for the subgraph of H and the submatrix of B corresponding to such a block. In view of Lemma 6.5, assume some node in K is in E. Specify entries in K and 5 as in Lemma 6.6. Consider the nodes colored black in step (1) to which K is connected in G(B). The E-coloring of G(B) gives us values for a v' with Bu" = 0, and in each sum in this equation at such a black node both positive and negative summands occur. Clearly values in B -H can be adjusted slightly if necessary to accommodate at black nodes such added summands from K. Thus Bv + 5 can be specified with vi f 0 for all nodes colored white in steps (3) and (5). Now assume that there are some pink nodes after step (4) . As in the proof of Lemma 6.5, regard H as a set of trees rooted at pink nodes connected to nodes colored black in step (1) . In each component Hi of H, consider end blocks like K and treat as in Lemma 6.6. Extend v down the tree, until v solving Bv + [ = 0 is found as required. .) The notion of e-driving is more stringent, and is defined only for a digraph that is equipped with distinguished nodes and hence with an e-rim defined with respect to these nodes. Specifically, the node j e-drives the node i if and only if j directly drives i or there are components I,, . . . , I, and nodes i = i,, ji, i,,.. ., j,, i,, jk+l = j as above, subject to the following additional requirement for 1~ h 6 k:
If j,> + i is designated as an E-driver and the algorithm of Theorem 6.1 is applied (with respect to Z,,'s distinguished nodes and e-rim) to color the nodes of I,,, then the node j,l is colored white (hence is identified as an s-driver in I,,).
This definition involves an abuse of terminology, for Theorem 6.1 was stated in terms of matrices. However, the algorithm's operation is entirely graphtheoretic in nature.
Using the above definition, the proof that Theorem 3.3(ii) and (iii) are equivalent is virtually the same as the proof, given at the end of Section 5, that Theorem 3.2(ii) and (iii) are equivalent. The details are left to the reader.
ALGORITHMIC RECOGNITION OF SIGN-QUASISTABILITY
It was shown in [8] that a properly presented n X n matrix A can be tested for sign-semistability and for sign-stability in 0( n + number of nonzero entries of A) computational steps. Now we want to do the same for sign-quasistability. Note that the signs of the matrix entries are relevant only in testing the cycle conditions (o) and (/?). After the cycle condition (y ) has also been verified (i.e., after sign-semistability has been established), we are left with a forest G(A) [the node-disjoint union of the undirected trees corresponding to the strong components of D(A)], and the trees of this forest are organized into an acyclic digraph by means of the one-way edges of D(A). There is also a set of distinguished nodes i corresponding to aii z 0.
In testing for sign-stability it is necessary to decide only whether the F-rim and the s-rim are empty, but to test for sign-quasistability it is necessary to know exactly which nodes belong to these rims. The rim is the complement of the core, where the &core (e-core) of a graph (with a set of distinguished nodes) consists of all nodes that are black in every &coloring (s-coloring). Let us define the S-core (e-~ore) coloring as that in which all nodes of the core are black and all nodes of the rim are white. For each of the graphs of Figure  6 , the s-core consists of only the central node, and hence the e-core coloring is not an s-coloring [it violates condition (iii,) in Section 21. However, this difficulty does not arise when the graph is a forest.
A node of a graph will be called peripheral if it is isolated (has no neighbor) or is an end node (has a unique neighbor).
The &core coloring of an arbitrary graph is a &coloring. The E-core coloring of an arbitrary forest is an .+coloring.
Proof. Plainly both the &core coloring and the s-core coloring satisfy condition (i) of the definition of Section 2. They also satisfy (ii), for if a black node b has a white neighbor w, there is a 6-coloring (e-coloring) in which b FIG. 6. For graphs with cycles, the e-core coloring need not be an E-coloring is black and w white; b must have another neighbor that is white in this coloring and hence in the &core (s-core) coloring. Similar reasoning shows that condition (iii,) holds for the G-core coloring of an arbitrary graph.
To complete the proof of Lemma 7.1 we show that if two adjacent nodes v and w belong to the s-rim of a forest G then they lie together in a proper subgraph H of G such that the restriction to H of an arbitrary e-coloring of G is an e-coloring of H. This implies that the e-core coloring of H violates condition (iii,), and thus provides the basis for an inductive proof.
Being a forest, G has a node p that is isolated or is an end node. If p is isolated, form H by discarding p from G. If p has a unique neighbor 4, discard p, q, and all edges incident to q. To see that H is as desired in the second case, verify that q belongs to the s-core of G and hence { p, q } n {v,w} =0. 
Proof.
Imagine that initially, all distinguished nodes are black and all others are white, but blackness spreads in such a way that a white node turns black if it has no white neighbor or is the sole white neighbor of a black node. After the spread has been completed according to these rules, the set of all black nodes is the G-core. Details of implementation, including suitable data structures, can be found on p. 278 of [8] . n LEMMA 7.3. There is an algorithm which, starting from an adjacency-list presentation of an arbitrary forest with a set of distinguished nodes, produces the e-core in time 0( number of nodes + number of edges).
Proof. Let G be a forest and D its set of distinguished nodes. If a node p is isolated in G, then p belongs to G's s-core EG if and only if p E D. If p has a unique neighbor 9 in G, then 9 E EG; further, p E EC if and only if p E D or all Gneighbors of 9 in H belong to H's e-core, where H is the graph obtained from G as in Lemma 3.1. by discarding p, 9 and all edges incident to 9. From these facts, and the facts that subgraphs of forests are forests and nonempty forests have peripheral nodes, it follows that in the recursive procedure below, the final value of C is the s-core of the forest G. The procedure has the stated timecomplexity. for sign-semi&ability, for sign-qua&stability, and for sign-stability.
Proof. We suppose that A is presented by means of the adjacency lists and sign lists for SD(A), the associated signed digraph. Thus with each node i of A there is associated the list of all j such that aij z 0, and also a second list giving the signs of these matrix entries. The cycle conditions (CX) and (fi) are checked first, and thereafter no use is made of the lists of signs. If the cycle conditions (cY), (p), and (y) are all satisfied, then A is sign-semistable; each eigenvalue of each member of Q(A) has nonpositive real part.
If the cycle tests are all passed, then G(A), the graph of A, is a forest. Its edges are the pairs {i, j} such that i # j and aij + 0 f a ji. We proceed to produce the adjacency lists for this forest, and to identify distinguished nodes -nodes i such that a,, # 0. With the aid of Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3, the S-rim and the e-rim of G(A) are then determined. If the S-rim is empty, then no member of Q(A) has a purely imaginary eigenvalue, and if the e-rim is empty; then no member of Q(A) has zero as an eigenvalue. If both rims are empty, then A is sign-stable.
If either rim is nonempty, then the driving edges come into play. These are the edges (j, i) such that aij # 0 = a ji; note that, in view of condition (y), this requires that i and j be in different components. Since (y) is satisfied, the components of D(A) can be arranged in a sequence such that all driving edges into any component K come from components that precede K in the sequence. Since the S-rims of the various components have already been determined, we may proceed through the list of components, using Lemma 5.1 to identify a-drivers. If it never happens that a &rim node is directly driven by a d-driver, then no member of Q(A) has a pure imaginary number as a multiple root of its minimum polynomial. Similarly, Theorem 6.1 is used to identify e-drivers. If it never happens that an s-rim node is directly driven by an &driver, then no member of Q(A) has 0 as a multiple root of its minimum polynomial. Though the identification of s-drivers is much more complicated than that of &drivers, it is not hard to see that the total number of computational steps is bounded by a fixed multiple of the number of edges. The n x n matrix A is sign-quasistable if and only if it satisfies the cycle conditions ( OI), (p), and (v), and further, no rim node of either sort is directly driven by a driver of the same sort. In the manner indicated, this can be tested in time 0( n + number of nonzero entries of A). m
QUALITATIVE STABILITY OF LINEAR SYSTEMS
APPENDIX: RIMS AND MATCHINGS
Suppose that G is a graph with a (possibly empty) set of distinguished nodes. A matching in G is a set M of edges such that no node belongs to more than one member of M. The value of M is the number of undistinguished nodes that it covers, a maximum matching is one of maximum value, and a complete matching is one that covers all undistinguished nodes (and perhaps some distinguished nodes as well). Theorem 8.2 below explains the interchangeability of the color condition (E) of Section 2 and the matching condition used in [71's characterization of sign-stability. 
Proof.
If each tree in G consists of a single node, then the assertion of the lemma is obvious.
Let us construct a matching for a tree in G with more than one node. If the tree has an undistinguished end node, denote it by i; otherwise choose some end node and denote it by i. Let j be the unique node connected to node i, and let the first member of M be the edge {i, j}. Form new trees with distinguished nodes inherited from G by deleting nodes i and j and edges involving nodes i and j from G. Clearly each new tree has at least one distinguished end node and at most one undistinguished end node. We can proceed by iteration, adding more edges to M, until only trees consisting of single distinguished nodes remain and we have a complete matching. Suppose next that G has a nonempty S-rim or s-rim, that is, that some tree in G has at least one white node w relative to the appropriate coloring. Consider the maximal block B of white nodes containing w. For the E case, B consists of w itself; for the 6 case, B contains at least one other node. At any rate, some node in B must be connected to a black node, since each tree of G contains at least one distinguished (so black) node. Such a black node must be connected to another white block B'. Since each tree of G can have at most one undistinguished end node, either B or B' must be connected to another black node. Since G is acyclic and has only a finite number of nodes, repeating this process leads to a contradiction. 
CLARK JEFFRIES ET AL.
Proof. We provide an inductive proof by showing that if Theorem 8.2 fails for a forest G then it fails for a proper subgraph H of G. Since the theorem is obvious for a graph that is empty or has only isolated nodes, a contradiction will be obtained. By Lemma 8.1, if G fails to admit a complete matching or has nonempty s-rim, there is an undistinguished node P of G that is isolated or has a unique neighbor 9. In the first case, P is not covered by any matching and p belongs to G's s-rim. Thus only the second case need be considered.
Form H as in Lemma 7.1 by discarding p,q, and all edges incident to 9, and take as distinguished all nodes of H that are distinguished in G. If G admits a complete matching M, then { p, 9) E M, because P is undistinguished and hence M -{ { p, 9 } } is a complete matching in H. Conversely, if H admits a complete matching, then so does G. If G admits a nontrivial e-coloring, then its restriction to H is a nontrivial e-coloring of H; this follows from the fact that 9 must be black, and if P is white, 9 must have a white G-neighbor in H. Conversely, each nontrivial s-coloring of H can be extended to one of G by coloring 9 black and coloring p white or black according as there is or is not a white node in H that is a Gneighbor of 9.
n The following result is a considerable extension of Theorem 8.2, but its proof is longer.
THEOREM 8.3.
FOT each forest G with a set of distinguished nodes, the e-core EG is equal to the set PG of all nodes that are distinguished OT are covered by every maximum matching in G.
Proof. It suffices to show that if EG # PC, if some undistinguished node p of G has a unique neighbor 9, and if H is as in the preceding argument, then EH f PH. Note that 9 E EC, for otherwise 9 is white in the s-core coloring of G and Lemma 7.1 is contradicted whether p is black or white in the e-core coloring. Also, 9 E PC, for if a matching M in G fails to cover 9, the value of M can be increased by adding the edge { p, 9 }.
We now show that if EC -PG + 0 then EH -PH # @. Suppose first that p E FG -PIG, and let M ' be a maximum matching in G that misses P, whence M' includes an edge { 9, T } for some node T of H. Plainly T E EH, for otherwise T is white in some .s-coloring of H and this is extended to an E-coloring of G by coloring 9 black and p white. Since the matching
